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ABSTRACT

Students in database courses oftenmake varied syntax and semantic

mistakes in writing SQL and NoSQL queries. We report on a study

where we designed two styles of multiple-choice questions based on

students’ mistakes in midterms and used the questions in the final

exam to assess student’s capabilities in identifying and correcting

other students’ mistakes. The study found that (1) students had

similar performance on both styles of the questions; (2) the average

accuracy rate of students in peer correction was about 83%; (3) over

80% of the students thought it was helpful to see and correct others’

mistakes; and (4) students’ performance in peer correction was

moderately correlated with their overall performance. This study

is the first to address students’ mistakes in writing NoSQL queries

and assess peer correction of both SQL and NoSQL queries.

CCS CONCEPTS
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1 INTRODUCTION

Students in database courses oftenmake varied syntax and semantic

mistakes in writing SQL and NoSQL queries [1, 11, 18]. In this paper,

we report on a study where we designed multiple-choice questions

based on students’ common mistakes in midterms, and then used

the questions in the final exam to assess students’ capabilities in

identifying and correcting the mistakes.

Students in the graduate database course of our applied data

science program offered in Spring 2022 participated in the study.

The course had two sections, where section A had 91 students and

section B had 73 students.We designed two styles of questions. Style

1 questions focus on correcting a single incorrect query given by a

student in his/her midterm, while style 2 questions ask students to

identify mistakes in the alternative queries from different students

for the same information need. Students in section A used the style
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1 questions, while students in section B used the style 2 questions. In

addition to the peer correction questions, we also included a short

survey at the end of the final exam to solicit students’ feedback on

error recall, identification, and correction.

The key findings of our study are:

• Students had similar performance in both styles of the ques-

tions: success rate on style 1 questions ranges from .64 to

.91, and rate on style 2 questions ranges from .52 to .91.

• The average accuracy rate of students in peer correction,

measured by 𝐹 -score, was about 83% in both sections.

• 55% of the students in section A and 44% of the students in

section B reported that they have made similar mistakes in

the midterms.

• 81% of the students in section A and 84% in section B thought

that peer correction was helpful.

• Students’ performance on peer correction was moderately

correlated with their total grade (the correlation coefficient

𝜌 = .45 for section A and .49 for section B).

Furthermore, students’ detailed comments indicate that they felt

the peer correction questions in the final exam helped “illustrate

where the errors may occur”, “prevent others frommaking the same

mistakes”, and “find different ways of answering the question”.

While prior research has touched upon peer correction of SQL

queries [9], we believe that this study is the first to address students’

mistakes and peer corrections in writing NoSQL queries.

2 RELATEDWORK

SQL query mistakes: There have been many efforts on under-

standing students’ mistakes in writing SQL queries and reasons

behind the mistakes [18, 19]. Ahadi et. al. [1, 2] conducted several

studies to analyze syntax and semantic errors in students’ SQL

queries and found that (1) students made more syntax errors than

semantic ones; (2) undefined columns and grouping errors were

the two most common syntax errors among novices; (3) most of

the semantic errors occurred in queries involving self-join, natural

join, group by with having, and correlated subqueries; and (4) more

than half of the semantic errors were due to omission, e.g., omitting

column in select and omitting aggregate function. Their studies also

suggested that the main reason for the errors was lack of practice.

Miedema et. al. [11] found out that student’s mistakes in writing

SQL queries may be caused by (1) the interference from their prior

knowledge of other programming languages, e.g., confusing “=” in

SQL with “==” in Python, (2) misunderstandings of SQL syntax,

e.g., attributes in the select clause are separated by commas, while

conditions in the where clause are connected by AND or OR, and

(3) the lack of experiences in using SQL constructs such as group

by, join, and subqueries.

Migler and Dekhtyar [12] found that students had difficulties in

mastering self-joins, correlated subqueries, and outer joins. Poulsen
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et. al. [15] also found that the majority of students’ mistakes in

writing SQL queries were syntax errors and it was especially chal-

lenging for students to write queries that involve group by and

correlated subqueries. Brass and Goldberg [5] compiled a list of

semantic errors in SQL queries such as inconsistent condition (e.g.,

where job = “clerk” and job = “manager”) and unnecessary joins.

Error correction: There are also several efforts on developing

tools to assist in the identification, evaluation, and correction of

students’ mistakes in writing SQL queries. For example, Sadiq et. al.

[17] developed SQLator, an online SQL learning tool to automati-

cally evaluate the queries formulated by students. Presler-Marshall

et. al. [16] developed SQLRepair to help correct certain errors in stu-

dents’ SQL queries. Yang et. al. [21] computed edit distances among

students’ multiple submissions to the same SQL assignments, and

used visualization tools to help instructors locate the areas where

the students struggled the most. Leinonen et. al. [9] developed a

crowdsourcing system where students can design, share, and peer

review SQL assignments and answers.

Learning from errors: Experimental investigations in [10]

showed that corrective feedback, including the analysis of reason-

ing leading up to the mistakes, is beneficial to learning. Booth et.

al. [3] suggested that incorrect examples, either alone or in combi-

nation with correct examples, are especially useful in improving

student learning in algebra. Große and Renkl [8] found out that

learning from worked examples that contain errors was effective

for students in a probability course, especially when the students

had good mathematics background. Pea et. al. [14] suggested that

students’ mistakes in programming courses may be caused by the

misunderstandings on the general programming concepts, inade-

quate knowledge of syntax and semantics of data and control logic,

and failure to retrieve such knowledge.

3 MISTAKES IN SQL & NOSQL QUERIES

As described, our study was conducted in the context of a graduate

database course in the data science program offered in Spring 2022.

The course provides students with a broad overview to the land-

scape of modern data management. It covers data models, query

languages, and query execution of SQL and NoSQL databases, as

well as parallel data processing systems, such as Hadoop [20] and

Spark [6]. The course teaches students how to write SQL queries to

retrieve data from MySQL databases, REST requests to retrieve and

update JSON data managed in Firebase (a Google cloud database)

[13], XPath expressions to retrieve data in XML files, and MongoDB

scripts [4] to retrieve JSON data stored in a MongoDB database. In

this study, we focus on REST and XPath for NoSQL queries.

For example, Figure 1 shows an SQL query with subquery and

group by. Figure 2 shows a curl command that sends a REST request

(through HTTP methods, e.g., GET, PUT, POST, and PATCH) to

the Firebase server. The request specifies the location of the end-

point, e.g., ‘https://.../students.json’, and details on the parameters

for result ordering and filtering, e.g., orderBy and endAt. Figure

3 shows a segment of an XML file containing person data. An

XPath expression is a path-like expression that specifies how to

navigate through an ordered tree representation of the file, in order

Select Beers.manf, count(Beers.name)
from Beers
where Beers.name in 

(select beer from Sells)
group by Beers.manf;

Figure 1: An example of SQL question (style 1)

Consider the following curl command:
curl -X PUT 

'https://dsci123.firebaseio.com/students.json?
orderBy="age"&endAt=25'

This command is an attempt to find students who are 
at most 25 years old from the Firebase database.

Which of the following statements about the above 
command is (are) correct?

a) -X PUT should be -X GET
b) endAt should be startAt instead
c) orderBy=”age” should be orderBy=”$age”
d) The above command has NO syntax error 

distraction
correction

Figure 2: An example of Firebase REST API question (style 1)

to find the desired information. For example, the expression “/per-

sons/person[address[city=‘LA’]]/name/text()” will find the names

of people who live in LA from XML data shown in Figure 3.

Table 1 shows the common mistakes students made in writing

SQL queries, REST requests, and XPath expressions in their home-

work assignments and two midterm exams. Mistakes are divided

into two categories: syntax and semantic. A syntax mistake is a

mistake where the query does not conform to the specification of

query language and will be rejected by the database server. If a

query has no syntax errors but does not produce the correct results,

we say the query has a semantic error.

SQL: Students tend to make mistakes in writing queries that

involve group by, having, aggregation, subquery, and join. For exam-

ple, the query “select beer, count(*) from Sells group by beer having
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Table 1: Common mistakes of students in writing SQL and NoSQL queries (REST requests and XPath expressions)

price > 3” will be rejected by MySQL with an error “unknown col-

umn price in having clause”. This is an example of syntax error,

since the SQL language requires attributes in the having clause

to either appear in the group by clause or be aggregated. On the

other hand, omitting “group by beer” in “select beer, count(*) from

Sells group by beer”’ is allowed in MySQL. But the query returns

only the first beer and the total count of all beers, instead of each

individual beer and its corresponding count as expected.

Another common semantic mistake is to take “A != x” where𝐴 is

an attribute and 𝑥 is a value to mean that none of𝐴’s values is equal
to 𝑥 . For example, “select bar from Sells where beer != ‘Budweiser’"

does not find bars that do not sell Budweiser. Instead, it finds bars

that sell a beer which is not Budweiser.

REST requests:Common syntax errors include incorrect format

used for JSON data and parameters. For example, name = “john”

should be “name”:“john”; orderBy =“value” should be orderBy =

“$value”; and 25 should not be quoted in startAt = “25”, when 25

refers to a numeric value instead of a string.

Common semantic mistakes include improper structuring of data

and misuse of HTTP methods. For example, to add a new student

with id = 100 and use id value as the key, there is no need to add

“id” in the request URL “https://.../students/id/100.json"; using the

PUT method in: curl -X PUT ‘. . . /students/100.json’ -d ‘{"age": 25}’

will overwrite all existing data for student 100, instead of adding a

new attribute age for the student as intended.

XPath: Common syntax errors include missing @ for attributes,

e.g., id in an XPath expression, person[id = “123”], should be @id

if id is an attribute; using () instead of [] for predicate, e.g., //stu-

dent(age = 25) should be //student[age = 25]; and assuming position

index starts from 0, e.g., student[0] should be student[1] instead.

Common semantic mistakes include quoting numeric values,

e.g., person[age > “25”] will treat age as a string and compare

it with string “25” instead of number 25; placing predicate on a

wrong element, e.g., person/name[age = 25] should be person[age

= 25]/name, since age = 25 is a predicate on person instead of name.
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Consider a person.xml file. Part of its content is shown below.
<persons>

<person id="123">
<name>John Smith</name>
<age>25</age>
<address><city>LA</city>

<state>CA</state></address>
</person>
<person id="124">

<name>David Smith</name>
<phone>312-123-4567</phone>

</person>
…

</persons>

Consider writing an XPath expression to find names of people 
who live in LA. Output actual names, not the elements. Which 
of the following expressions is (are) NOT correct?

a) /persons/person/city="LA"
b) //person[//city="LA"]/name/text()
c) /persons/person/address[city = 'LA']../name/text()
d) /persons/person[address[city] = 'LA']/name/text()

syntax error
semantic error

Figure 3: An example of XPath question (style 2)

In sum, students’ mistakes are often caused by: (1) misunder-

standings on the specification of query language and the structure

of data, (2) incorrect structuring of queries, and (3) misuses of lan-

guage constructs for what they are not intended to do.

4 DESIGN OF ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS

We design multiple choice questions based on students’ common

mistakes as described in Section 3. Each question has four choices

and there may be multiple correct choices for a question. There are

two styles of questions.

Style 1: In this style, each question consists of: (1) an incorrect

SQL or NoSQL query from a student; (2) a description on what the

query is intended to do, as well as the structure and content of the

database the query will be executed on; and (3) a number of choices

each of which is a statement about the query. Figures 1 and 2 show

examples of SQL and NoSQL questions following this style. There

are five types of statements.

• Correction: The statement is a correction to a specific mis-

take in the query. For example, choice a in Figure 2.

• Distraction: The statement is an incorrect “correction” to the

query. For example, choice c in Figure 1, and choices b and c

in Figure 2.

• Explanation: The statement explains on the semantic level

why the query does not produce the desired results. For

example, choice d in Figure 1.

• Observation: The statement is an observation on the seman-

tics of specific part of the query, e.g., what a subquery in an

SQL query returns. For example, choice b in Figure 1.

• Syntax assertion: The statement asserts that the given query

does or does not have syntax error, e.g., choice a in Figure 1.

Style 2: In this style, the question just describes the data and

information need, while each choice is a query (or an expression)

given by a student for satisfying the request. The queries might

have syntax or semantic errors. For example, choices a, b, and d in

Figure 3 are syntactically correct but do not produce the desired

results, while choice c has a syntax error.

So a key distinction between styles 1 and 2 is that a question

in style 1 contains a single incorrect query from a student, while

a question in style 2 may have multiple queries from different

students where each query may be either correct or incorrect.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Participants and Setup

All students in our database course in Spring 2022 participated in

the study. The course had two sections. Section A had 91 students,

and section B 73 students. We created 10 multiple-choice questions

for each section, based on student’s mistakes in the two midterms

conducted in the week 6 and 11 of the semester. All questions used

the same data and problem descriptions as that in the midterms.

Four out of the ten questions were on SQL queries, three on REST

requests, and three on XPath expressions. Each question had four

choices and was worth 2 points. Selecting a wrong choice or missing

a correct choice will result in a deduction of .5 point for the question.

These questions were then included in the accumulative final

exam for the two sections, and accounted for 20% of the exam grade.

The instructions in the exam made it clear to the students that

the questions were based on their answers in the midterms which

may have syntax and semantic errors. The remaining 80% of the

final exam covered query execution algorithms, data analysis using

MongoDB, map reduce in Hadoop, and Spark data frames and RDD.

These topics were not covered in the midterms.

5.2 Style 1 Questions & Assessment

All questions for section A were of the style 1, where each choice

of a question is a statement about an incorrect query given by a

student in his/her midterm exam. The first three columns of Table 2

show the number of statements for different type of statement and

level of difficulty. The level of difficulty was given by the instructor

based on the expected time needed for students to make the right

selection. For example, there are 12 statements about how to correct

the mistakes in the query: 8 of them were considered to be easy

and 4 had a medium level of difficulty.

For each statement, we computed a success rate which is the

percentage of students who made the right choice in selecting the

corresponding choice. The mean success rate and STDEV columns

of the table show respectively the average and standard deviation

of success rates over all students in Section A on the statement.

We can make the following observations:

• Themean success rate ranges from .62 (explanation, medium)

to .91 (distraction, easy).

• Rates on medium and hard statements were typically lower

than that on easy statements.

• Students did not perform well on the medium and hard-level

explanations, with a mean rate of .62 and .64 respectively.

In particular, 62% of the students correctly selected a medium-

level explanation on how to correct the position index error in an

XPath expression. About 50% of the students correctly selected a
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Table 2: Style 1 questions and student success rates

Table 3: Style 2 questions and student success rates

hard-level explanation on why the given SQL query failed to find

“manufacturers that make some beers that nobody likes”. A correct

query would require proper use of subquery, which is one of the

major challenges students have faced in writing SQL queries.

5.3 Style 2 Questions & Assessment

Questions in section B used the style 2 design, where choices are

query expressions given by some students in the midterms for the

specific task described in the question. The students were asked to

select all the correct (or incorrect) expressions. For example, the task

in the question shown in Figure 3 is to write an XPath expression

to find names of people who live in LA. Students are expected to

select all incorrect expressions from the given four choices.

The first three columns of Table 3 show the distribution of the

number of expressions by expression type and level of difficulty. An

expression is of the syntax type if it has syntax errors; otherwise, it is

classified as a semantic type. Note that an expression of the semantic

type might not have semantic errors. Among the 40 expressions,

29 (or 73%) are of the semantic type.

We can make the following observations:

• The mean success rate ranges from .52 (semantic, hard) to

.91 (semantic, easy).

• The success rates on medium and hard expressions are much

lower than that on easy expressions.

• The success rates were especially low for hard semantic-type

expressions (.52) and medium syntax-type expressions (.56).

Figure 4 shows a question where students had low success rate.

The question has four SQL queries taken from students’ midterms.

Queries a and d both have semantic errors: query a is missing “group

by” and query d needs the “manf” attribute in its select clause. Note

that, as described earlier, MySQL will accept these two queries, but

Beers(name, manf) 
Sells(bar, beer, price)

Figure 4: A challenging style 2 question in the assessment

does not produce the correct results. Queries b and c both used

attributes (name in b and price in c) that are not valid in the having

clause, a common mistake as described in Section 3. Recognizing

these mistakes was considered to have a medium level of difficulty.

45% of the students correctly selected b; 42% correctly selected c.

Furthermore, only 37% of the students correctly identified an

incorrect XPath expression: //person[//city=“LA"]/name/text(). The

expression will return names of all people as long as one person

lives in LA, instead of only the names of people living in LA as

requested. This error is considered to be hard for students to identify.

Indeed, many students who gave a correct answer in the midterm

thought the above expression was also acceptable.

5.4 Students’ Overall Performance & Feedback

The raw score columns of Table 4 show the mean and standard

deviation of students’ raw scores on the peer correction questions.

Note that the best possible score is 20 points. We can see that

students from the two sections had similar average performance,

with mean score of 15.9 for section A and 15.4 for section B, despite

the different styles of questions for different sections.

In addition to the raw scores, we also computed the precision,

recall, and 𝐹 -score of student’s answer for each question. Suppose

the correct choices for a question are 𝑎 and 𝑏, but a student selected
𝑎, 𝑐 , and 𝑑 . The precision and recall of this student’s answer on

the question will be 1/3 and 1/2 respectively. The 𝐹 -score is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall, and computed as: 2𝑃𝑅/(𝑃 +

𝑅), where 𝑃 is precision and 𝑅 recall.

As Table 4 shows, students in the two sections had very similar

performances: the average precision, recall, and 𝐹 -score were about
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Table 4: Students’ overall performance on peer correction questions and its correlation with final exam and course total grade

Figure 5: Students’ feedback on mistakes and helpfulness

.95, .8, and .83 respectively. Note that recall is significantly lower

than precision, indicating that students might have tried to avoid

the penalties in selecting the wrong choices.

Correlation analyses: We further examined the correlation of

students’ performance on peer correction with their performance

on the rest of the final exam and course grade. Students’ course

grade is formed by their grade on homework assignments (25%), lab

tasks (5%), course project (20%), two midterms (30%), and final exam

(25%). So the score on peer correction in the final exam accounted

for 5% of students’ total grade for the course.

The last four columns of Table 4 show the Pearson’s correlation

coefficients and corresponding 𝑝-values from the analyses. We can

see that peer correction performance is moderately correlated (see

[7], page 80) with students’ performance on the rest of the final

exam and the rest of total grade. The correlation with the rest of the

course total grade was higher than the correlation with the rest of

the final exam for both sections. This is likely due to that the peer

correction questions were based on questions in midterm exams,

while the rest of the final exam covered different topics than that

in peer correction questions.

Student feedback:We also conducted a short survey at the end

of the final exam. The survey consists of the following questions:

(1) Did you make mistakes in the midterms similar to those in

the peer correction questions?

(2) What do you think are possible reasons for the mistakes or

for not making the mistakes?

(3) Was it helpful to see and correct other students’ mistakes?

(4) Explain why it was (not) helpful.

Results on survey questions 1 and 3 are shown in Figure 5. We

can see that:

• 53% of the students in section A stated that they have made

similar mistakes in the midterms, while 44% of the students

in section B said so.

• 11% of the students in section A and 25% of the students in

section B said that they might have made similar mistakes.

• 81% of the students in section A and 84% of the students in

section B thought peer correction was helpful, and 10% of

the students in section A said it might be helpful.

We also conducted thematic analysis on students’ responses to

questions 2 and 4. Students who did not make similar mistakes

reported that the major factors contributing to their good perfor-

mance in the midterms include: review, practice, and prior experi-

ences. For example, some of the students’ comments are:

• “important factors that contributed to the performance were

the labs, and most importantly the homework”

• “good preparation by going through the lectures and slides

thoroughly”

• “had a lot of familiarity with the subjects and used REST

APIs and SQL on a daily basis”

On the other hand, the major reasons for the mistakes include:

careless, shallow understanding, and lack of practice. For example,

• “not paying attention to the result which contains duplicates”

• “I did not understand the concept well”

• “not practicing enough for each topic”

Furthermore, students felt the peer correction process helped

“illustrate where errors are made”, “prevent people from making the

same mistakes”, and “find different ways of answering the question”.

There are also some students who felt that it was challenging to

identify and correct other people’s mistakes. For example, one

student stated: “I think it is helpful, but also tricky. I have to read

each query multiple times because on the surface level it makes

sense, but I have to really consider whether it works or not.”

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented a study on assessing students’ capabilities in

identifying and correcting mistakes in SQL and NoSQL queries

written by other students. The study found that (1) students were

able to achieve high accurate rates over different styles of assess-

ment questions; and (2) the majority of students thought that peer

correction can help them gain new perspectives on writing queries

and avoid making similar mistakes in the future.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on categoriz-

ing students’ mistakes in writing NoSQL queries and assessing peer

correction of both SQL and NoSQL queries. An interesting direction

to extend the study is to have students collaborate on the error cor-

rection process. For example, we may compile students’ common

mistakes in homework and exams, and run data science clinic (e.g.,

on Piazza) to have students work collectively on correcting the

mistakes and providing constructive feedback.
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